The in uence of small perturbations in the kernel and the righthand side of Symm's boundary integral equation, considered in an ill-posed setting, is analyzed. We propose a modi cation of a fully discrete projection method which is more economical in the sense of complexity and allows to obtain the optimal order of accuracy in the power scale with respect to the level of the noise in the kernel or in the parametric representation of the boundary.
Introduction
In 2] the in uence of small perturbations in the C 1 -smooth parametric representation of the boundary and the right-hand side of Symm's boundary integral equation, discretized by collocation or quadrature methods, was analyzed recently. Our aim here is to extend the analysis of 2] by taking into account the in nite smoothness of the boundary curve, and also to improve the order of accuracy of the approximate solution with respect to the level of the noise in the boundary parametrization. To do this we propose a slight modi cation of a fully discrete projection method. Our method uses the values of the kernel and free term of Symm's equation at equally-spaced points, and a trial space consisting of trigonometric polynomials, just as in 1] It is well known (see 6]) that for any n and v n 2 T n kv n k c kAv n k +1 :
(1:7)
Here and throughout the paper c etc. denote generic constants. Moreover, in the sequel we shall often use the same symbol c for possibly di erent constants. Let P n and Q n denote the corresponding orthogonal and interpolation projections, respectively:
(k)e 2 ikt 2 T n ; Q n u 2 T n ; (Q n We also need the Bernstein inverse estimates of the trigonometric polynomials kv n k 2 ? n ? kv n k ; ; v n 2 T n :
(1:11)
The most widespead method for approximate solution of Symm's equation (1.2) is the discrete collocation-Galerkin method consisting of an approximation of the equation (1.2) by the equatioñ A n u n := A 0 u n + Q nBn u n = Q n f; u n 2 T n ; (1:12) where (B n u)(t) = n ?1 It is well known that Symm's integral equation (1.2), considered as equation in H 0 = L 2 (0; 1), is ill-posed. Small perturbations of the data may cause dramatic changes in the solution of (1.2). These perturbations may be caused e.g. by rounding errors preparing the problem to a discretization, measurement errors, and modelling errors. As a result, instead of f(in ?1 ) and (jm ?1 ) we have at our disposal some f (in ?1 ) and " (jm ?1 ), where the parameters > 0; " > 0 characterize the level of the noises in the data. As in 2] we accept the following model of disturbations of f(t) and (t):
(n ?1 (1:16) Let u n;"; be the solution of the perturbed problemÃ n;" u = Q n f , wherẽ A n;" corresponds to the perturbed data (cf. (1.4),(1.12),(1.14)): A n;" = A 0 + Q nBn;" ; (B n;" u)(t) = n ?1
One of the main results of 2] yields the following theorem. Theorem 1.1 ( 2] ku ? u n;"; k 0 cf +1 + " +1 log 1 " + gkuk ; (1:18) where u = A ?1 f 2 H ; u n;"; =Ã ?1 n:" Q n f .
Note that in case of " or -perturbations in the data of some well-posed problem we have the possibility to obtain the same order of accuracy of the approximate solution O(") or O( ). But in the ill-posed case we usually lose order of accuracy with respect to the level of the noise and obtain the accuracy of order O( +1 ), for example.
The relationships (1.17), (1.18) give an insight how the discretization parameter n should be chosen to obtain a regularization e ect for Symm's illposed problem (1.2); no special regularization of the problem is needed. This phenomenon is sometimes called the self-regularization of an ill-posed problem through its discretization. In some abstract settings, the self-regularization of ill-posed problems through projection methods has been analyzed in 5], 9], 2]. On the other hand, from estimate (1.18) one sees that caused by ill-posedness, losses of accuracy with respect to the level of the noise " in the parametric representation of the boundary and with respect to the level of the noise in the right-hand term are more or less the same. As we shall see subsequently this circumstance is connected only with the structure of the collocationGalerkin method (1.12), where one discretization parameter n must attend to the noises of both types simultaneously. In the next section, we propose another scheme of fully discrete projection method which allows to improve the order of accuracy with respect to " up to O(" log q 1 " ). It is interesting that to determine an element u n;m belonging to the ndimensional space of trigonometric polynomials T n it su ces to solve the system of m < n linear algebraic equations. In our analysis of the method (2.1) we will use some auxiliary approximation of the kernel b(t; s) satisfying the condition (1.6). We estimate only the second term in (2.7). The rst term can be estimated in a similar manner. We obtain Now we pass to the estimation of the norm ku ? u n;m k 0 . By (1.8) we have ku ? u n;m k 0 ku ? P n uk 0 + kP n u ? u n;m k 0 n 2 ? kuk + kP n u ? u n;m k 0 :
(2:16) Since P n u ? u n;m 2 T n , from (2.15) we obtain kP n u ? u n;m k 0 c 0 kA m (P n u ? u n;m )k 1 = where u n is the solution of (1.12). Keeping in mind the structure of (1.12) it is easy to see that to obtain the approximate solution of (1.2) with accuracy O(n ? ) one must solve a system of O(n) linear algebraic equations and have a collection of O(n 2 ) values (1.13). On the other hand, from (2.5) and Theorem 2.1 it follows that to guarantee an accuracy of order O(n ? ) within the framework of method (2.1) it su ces to take m = ( +1 ) log n, to solve a system of O(log n) equations and to use m 2 = O(log 2 n) values of the kernel b(t; s) and n values of the right-hand side f(t).
Characterization of self-regularization properties
In the above analysis we have assumed that (t); b(t) and f(t) have been determined exactly. Now we will discuss the in uence of noises in the data. Assume that instead of ; b; f we have at our disposal noisy data " ; b " ; f satisfying (1.14)-(1.16).
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 2] it follows that under the condition (1.14) kQ n f ? Q n f k 0 kfk +1 : Moreover, it is easy to see that u n;m ? u n;m; 2 T n . Then from (1.11),(2.15) we have ku n;m ? u n;m; k 0 c 0 kA n;m (u n;m ? u n;m; )k 1 = =c 0 kQ n f ? Q n f k 1 2nc 0 kQ n f ? Q n f k 0 cn kfk +1 cn kuk : 2 Within the framework of the fully discrete projection method (2.1) for solving Symm's integral equation (1.2) , from the noisy data " ; b " ; f one takes the solution u n;m;"; of the equation A m;" u := A 0 u + B m;" u = Q n f (3:5) as approximate solution for (1.2). Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2 that for su ciently large n; m ku ? u n;m;"; k 0 ku ? u n;m k 0 + ku n;m ? u n;m; k 0 + +ku n;m; ?u n;m;"; k 0 c(n ? +me ? m 1= +n )kuk +ku n;m; ?u n;m;"; k 0 : (3:7)
Further, using Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 we nd ku n;m; ? u n;m;"; k 0 c Estimates (1.17),(1.18) and (3.6),(3.10) characterize the self-regularization of the problem (1.2), considered in an ill-posed setting, through its discretizations A 0 u + Q nBn;" u = Q n f (3:11) and (3.5), respectively. It is clear that having the noises with levels " and in the data of our problem (1.2), we can not obtain an order of accuracy more than O(") and O( ). From Theorem 3.1 it follows that unlike discretization (3.11), our fully discrete projection method (3.5) allows to obtain the optimal order of accuracy in the power scale with respect to the level of the noise " in the parametric representation of the boundary (t).
